Highlights from Saunders College of Business Alumni

Why RIT and Saunders College of Business?

My decision to pursue a Master's from RIT was based on its reputation and the legacy the college has built. I spent a significant amount of time researching and analyzing as to select the right college that allows individuals to challenge the status quo and aspire to be radically innovative. Saunders College of Business presents a global platform for collaboration of ideas that triggers your critical and creative thought process and empowers you to implement the knowledge in real-world scenarios. The AACSB accreditation and the annual rankings among top college reviews justify the college’s standards.

In what ways did Saunders prepare you for your job?

A lot of international students, like myself, hope to garner work experience in their field of study, to grow professionally and understand how business works in America. But to be able to do so, one must be tremendously proactive and competitive, differentiate yourself, analyze your potential and market yourself accordingly, right from the very first day of college. Following my graduation, I secured an internship with Liberated People where I was assigned as the Associate Business Manager for the company’s operation. During my tenure, the company witnessed a gradual brand enhancement. I was able to support my profile with significant achievements both in qualitative and quantitative terms to land my current role at Accenture.

What is the distinctive advantage you gained from your RIT experience?

Saunders has a right blend of competitive and yet a collaborative environment. It challenges linear thinking and instills in you the confidence to abandon a familiar path. Be an opportunist and take advantage of the many possibilities that the college has to offer, be it participating in the various clubs, in events, or challenges.

Would you recommend RIT to others?

Coming to RIT was my way to explore the academic system in America. This was my opportunity to leave any inhibitions behind and discover brilliant minds from around the world, interact and learn from them and incorporate the best of their qualities. It has taught me to be disciplined and be the best version of myself.

“Everything about RIT is a memory I will cherish for my lifetime. It has indeed been a beautiful experience in terms of culture, humanity and diversity. Cheers to all the professors, my fellow cohort and best wishes to all the future students who choose RIT.”
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Accenture is a leading global professional services company, providing a broad range of services and solutions in strategy, consulting, digital, technology and operations.